Briefing Notes of a Demonstration of Speed Sensing Traffic Signs,
presented by Jill Taylor of Morelock Ltd – Held on Monday 29
February 2016 at 7:30 pm at No 28 Market Place, Belper.
Attendees from Holbrook Parish Council: Gail Brocklehurst and Paul Roberts
Present at the meeting were another dozen or so people, including representatives of Turnditch
Parish Council, Duffield Parish Council, a couple of Derbyshire Dales Villages and the meeting
organiser Dave Fisher - secretary to Belper and District Road Safety Committee.
Background:
• Those present were all having problems with speeding through their respective towns,
villages and parishes. Although Holbrook has so far escaped the fatalities experienced
by some, there is a continuing concern regarding the dangers of traffic breaking the
speed limits at various points within Holbrook Parish.
• On 17 March 2015, Gail and I attended a presentation at Hulland Ward, by Unipart
Dorman, of a similar speed sensing traffic sign (the report of that demonstration has
been circulated and is also on the web site). In fact, Jill Taylor worked for Unipart
Dorman until five months ago. There appear to be about 4 companies in the UK who
are manufacturing these products.
• Positive results, with such displays, are best achieved by moving the unit after three or
four weeks to another site rather than retaining it in one position.
The Products:
• As with the Unipart Dorman system, the idea is mainly twofold:
o To alert drivers of their speed and encourage them to slow down.
o To provide, through data logging, general motoring speeds (through a variety of
statistical and graphical means) as evidence to support campaigns to introduce
other speed reduction measures.
• The product demonstrated was the GR33S/GR33C produced in tough plastic. A heavier
version (9kg v 4kg) is available in aluminium and is deemed more suitable for larger
towns (GR33L/GR33CL). Both product information sheets are attached to this note.
• The simplest version of the ‘plastic’ 4 kg unit markets at around £1590 and includes a
pole clamping/battery box, rechargeable batteries and a charger. The two batteries are
described as 12V bicycle batteries. A more expensive version (£1890) has red and
green display LEDs as well as amber. The Morelock unit can have three types of
display: speed, a short message (e.g. slow down), a smiley / not smiley face.
• Data logging is downloaded to an Android laptop, or similar device, via a Bluetooth link.
The data contains: speed, date, time (vehicles approaching and / or moving away from
the unit).
• The units come with a full two year warranty. No maintenance contract is currently
provided.
• If desired, bespoke front plate panels can be supplied.
• The items can be powered by mains or batteries (a single charge lasting about 3 weeks).
Alternatively, there is an option of using solar power – but this appears not preferred by
Morelock.
Other Considerations:
• Getting agreement from the Highways Agencies / Road Safety Partnership for installing
these systems is a key first step. Some areas are more proactive and supportive than
others.
• It is fairly common for Parish Councils etc to share these systems (Liz Page – Clerk of
Duffield Parish is keen talk to Holbrook and Little Eaton Parish Councils on possibility of
sharing costs).
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Possible Next Few Steps:
• Hannah Owen to make contact with Liz Page.
• Holbrook Parish Council to decide whether it wishes to pursue these systems or not.
If so:
• Agree some suitable locations within the Parish.
• Hold separate meeting with other interested groups (if agreed).
• Start talking to the appropriate agencies (Liz Page says she has good working
relationship with one of the agencies).
Morelock Contact:
Jill Taylor – Business Partnership Manager
Morelock Signs Ltd, Strawberry Lane, Willenhall. West Midlands. WV13 3RS
Mobile: 07834 178268
Email: jill.taylor@morelock.co.uk
www.morelock.co.uk

Paul Roberts and Gail Brocklehurst.
Date: 29 February 2016

Attachments – see separate pdf document including:
Morelock Speed Sign Data Sheet – for GR33S/GR33C
Morelock Speed Sign Data Sheet – for GR33L/GR33CL
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